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Display Flying

Preparation, Hazards & Mindset



The golden rule is that there are no

golden rules.
George Bernard Shaw

--



There are no secrets to success. It  is the result of 

preparation, hard  work, and learning from failure.
Colin Powell



Discuss…
Know your aircraft

Know your limits

Design a consistently flyable sequence ..But

Training / Practice / Mentoring

Preparation

Aspiring to be professional  Risk

factors

Mindset



Know  
your  

aircraft

F-4 Fatal Crash  

RAF Abington  

September 1988

Corporate

knowledge…



The price one pays for pursuing  any profession or 

calling is an  intimate knowledge of its ugly side.

-- James Baldwin



Know  
your  
limits

Stay (well) inside  

your own and your  

aircraft’s flight  

envelope

Have at least  

height or  

energy:  

preferably  

both!



The only way most people

recognise their limits is by

trespassing on them.

-- Tom Morris





Design a

consistently  
flyable  

sequence....
But your first 

priority always
is to fly the 

aircraft safely 

Can you fly that  

manoeuvre over  

the sea on a hazy  

day?

Risk assess  

every  

manoeuvre

Margins



The 50-50-90 rule: Anytime you  have a 50-50 

chance of getting  something right, there's a 90%  

probability you'll get it wrong.

-- Andy Rooney



Training  
Practice  

Mentoring

De-brief EVERY  

practice - with  

your mentor if 

possible

Reduce the  

margin for error  

gradually



Seek the advice of others and know  

what questions to ask …

… “was I any good?”

… “did you see anything in my  

display which concerned you?”

… “were you happy with my  

distances, energy and heights?”

… “please keep an eye on me – if

you think I’m getting too big for my

boots, please tell me!”

Keep an eye out for each other

X



Preparation

What if??

The less  

distractions on  

the day, the  

better you will  

perform

Allocate time  

to do this  

BEFORE

the big  

day!



I am prepared for the worst, but

hope for the best.

-- Benjamin Disraeli



Aspire to be

Professional

Reputations are 

hard won but 

easily lost

There are  

enough clowns  

out there  

WITHOUT you  

adding to the  

list!



What is professionalism? Well, I  

think it can best be summed up by  

saying…

“Don’t be late,  

don’t whinge

and don’t be a wanker.”

-- Daphne Best



Risk
factors



Risk
factors

Weather /  
wind

Don’t fly if
you are not  
100% fit &  

well

Uncertainty  
of the brief
– speak up!

Speak to
pilots flying 
before &  
after your  

slot

ATC –
understand  
that it’s not  
their regime  

either!



More  
risk  

factors

Distractions
– Ejection  

Seats /  
Checklists

Pressonitis  
(self/peer  
pressure)

Trying things  
you’ve not  
practiced

Personal  
issues –they 

don’t mix  
with display  

flying

Formation!



95% of all mid-air collisions are pre-

arranged at the briefing.

-- RAF Consultant Psychologist



Mindset



We all talk to ourselves. A major

key to success exists in what we

say to ourselves, which helps to

shape our attitude and mindset.

-- Darren L. Johnson



A state of  
mind…

Be rested -
party at  

your peril

Dry walk  
through –

every
single time

Be on time
– don’t be  

rushed

Ditch the  
entourage

Turn your
f**^!*g
phone
OFF!

Relax and
be SAFE



It’s better to be down here wishing  you were up there, 

than to be up  there wishing you were down here!

-- Nigel Lamb



It’s better to be lucky than good –

given the choice I’d choose lucky

every time!

-- My first flying instructor

But its better to be good and lucky-
and the better and more skilful you 
become the luckier you get.

Cliff Spink



Thank you, and be lucky!


